in denim we trust

TIPPY PROFILE
I TIPPY PURPOSE

TO BECOME
AN
INTERNATIONAL
KIDS & YOUTH
POWERHOUSE
II TIPPY
MISSION STATEMENT
Tippy's mission is to become a
global fashion powerhouse
offering unique, design-driven
premium denim collections at
unparalleled value and
uncompromising quality, all the
while observing its eight core
principal values: people,
passion, the pursuit of
excellence, professionalism, the
promotion of innovation, pride,
performance and the practice of
respect

IIITIPPY'S
EIGHT (8) PILLARS
OF STRENGTH
When P. L. Khanna founded his
business he had a vision of an
enterprise that would serve its
customers and community.
Today Tippy continues to be
corporate values reflecting a
deep, company-wide, dedication
and commitment to continues
innovation and improvement.

Practice respect
We r e s p e c t t h e g l o b a l
community through positive
contributions and our deep
commitment to social and
environmental responsibility.
We respect cultural diversity
and treat everyone equality.

People

foundation of our business.
Quality is our signature. From
our people to our products, we
are here to please our
customers, for they represent
our reason for being.

Our people are the catalysts of
our ideas and actions and our
success is dependant, upon the
collective energy and
intelligence of our people and
partners. We draw strength
from equal opportunity and
diversity, while supporting
personal growth and
development. Customers are at
the heart of everything we
undertake and accomplish. Our
continued success relies upon
increasing our customers'
loyalty.

Our success is built on the
relentless pursuit of excellence.
We adhere, individually and
collectively to our core values
and to the ethical conduct of
our business by honouring our
commitments. We pride in
everything we do.

Passion

Professionalism

We are passionate about what
we do. We inspire the heart, the
mind and the soul. We believe
that working together, pooling
knowledge and experience
ensure every success is a
shared victory. Our vision will
only be realized, if we are
personally committed to our
success.

We are committed to the
highest standards of
professionalism. We foster
integrity, honesty, respect &
take responsibility for our
actions. We celebrate success
and recognize chalenges as
potential growth opportunities.

Promotion of Innovation
We pursue innovation. We
deploy imagination. We are open
to new ideas. We act decisively
& consistently.

Performance
We encourage and reward
performance at every level of
our company and throughout all
our activities. We maintain and
grow a profitable business for a
sustainable future and longterm prosperity. We promote a
challenging work environment
that develops motivated team
members to flourish and
succeed to their highest
potential.

Pride
Integrity and pride are the

Pursuit of Excellence

TIPPY PAST & PRESENT
Tippy's earlyhistory
can be
traced back to
the late 80's and
to P. L. Khanna's
first dabbling
with denim
Having moved from his native P.
L. Khanna first developed his
blue streak mopping floors at a
trendy Delhi boutique as a 20
years old designs Catching on to
the rising popularity of faded
jeans, P. L. Khanna bought raw
denim and proceeded to prewash them in his family's
domestic washing machine. Trial
and error experimentation soon
led to the much sought after,
perfected shade of indigo, denim
lovers were after. Once the
process completed, P. L.
Khanna let his creations hangdry on the family's outdoor
clothesline. Careful and precise
record-keeping ensured
reproducible and profitable
results. Selling denims, first
using his high-school locker as a
make-shift boutique, P. L.
Khanna then went on to open his
first legitimate retail outlet
"TIPPY" in 2006.
Ever perfecting his "
denimistry", while using his
factory as a launch pad for
technical innovations and new
denim developments, P. L.
Khanna eventually forged his
own denim DNA, Tippy jeans, in
1983, Tippy jeans went on to
introduce key trends to market
like acid-wash, stretch denim,
black overdye and denim
sandblast. P. L. Khanna has
taken an industry leadership
position on innovative design,
new fabric and technological
developments and domestic
trade concerns.

Sensing the importance that
effective brand-building would
have on future growth; P. L.
Khanna trademarked its backpocket stitch and developed its
own distinctive logo, the****
This mysterious mythological
figure of Etruscan origin, can be
traced back to Arezzo ( Italy),
circa 5th century BC, and is
believed by many to be
emblematic of Italian (Tuscan)
pride.

Fuelled by the denim market's
insatiable demand for authentic
denim heritage.Tippy benefited
from huge brand momentum.
Tippy now seeks a wider
audience, than that of its cultlike following, through
aggressive retail ventures and
an established and dynamic
wholesaling infrastructure.

TIPPY BRAND ESSENCE

STYLE FOR LIFE
TIPPY Brand Image
Tippy's lasting success has long
been credited to frequent
marketing leadership quality &
true innovation.
With a history of controversial
m a r ke t i n g a n d i n g e n i o u s
advertising (print, web,
magazine, press, or television).
Tippy proposes has both
engrossed, piqued and
provoqued, engaging the
consumer in a constant
dialogue with the brand. Tippy's
marketing activities support
the launch and positioning of
new products, the repositioning of existing ones, all
the while promoting their
features benefits and Tippy's
"style for life".
Traditional Marketing activities
scheduled on a constantly
updated calendar include but
are not limited to advertising,
product launches, in-store
events, fashion shows,
sponsorships, public relations,
press tours and contests.
These endeavours are further
supported by Buzz and guerrilla
Marketing techniques and
Tippy's interactive web hub as
they aim to provide the
customer with the full Tippy
experience.

Tippy Social
Responsibility
Tippy is a socially responsible
company and promotes
community involvement to all its
employees and partners.
Favouring the cry foundation in
its fight to ease the pain of........
.Tippy has helped to raise over
several hundred-thousand
Rupees through its
participation in the Denim and
Diamonds fundraising gala.
Tippy Target
Audience
Tippy clientele is composed of
"denimists" or denim
enthusiasts who consider jeans
to be their uniform and a
reflection of their personalities,
attitudes and lifestyles. They
defy the conventional
demographic breakdowns of
age, sex, race, religion,
language and socio-economic
status, embracing rather a
common "state of being" or
Tippy.
Youth-oriented body and imageconscious, Tippy's customer
believes in his inalienable right
to everlasting fashionism.
Having attained a certain level of
prosperity, he believes an
enterpreneurial spirit powered
by an active imagination and a
lot of innovation will undoubtedly
thrive and succeed
(meritocracy). He is a freespirited, independent, risktaker unafraid to make a
statement through his clothing.
World traveled, alert and a
concerned citizen, his attitude
have been shaped by current
events such as rising
environmental concern,
international political and
economic unrest and inequities
and social issues. He believes
choice, democracy and freedom
for all are the cornerstones of
civilization.

Tippy jeans
are the symbol of
youth, confidence,
fashionism and
democracy.
The target of a constant
stream of advertising, Tippy's
customer believes he is an
informed shopper and that
unequalled value, comfort and
function, but also personalized
service, in order to retain his
attention. Tippy's denim
heritage and tradition of quality
are key favoured brand-building
characteristics as he seeks
authenticity and a clear, simple
message above all else.
The Tippy's customer avidly
multi-tasks in order to fulfill all
his obligations, busy lifestyle
and social demands. He is
defined by the use of new
technologies such as
computers, personal data
assistants, the internet and
email, cellular phones and their
services, personal digital music
download devices, digital
cameras, These new part of his
creative expression and of his
identity.

PRODUCT
Having benefited from over
thirty(36) years of industry
experience and taking
advantage of the considerable
economies of scale and scope
its infrastructure provides,
Tippy has diversified its product
offering in order to respond to
its customers rising demand for
affordable luxury, Three(3)
collections round off the brands
core labels, Tippy Legend is the
main premium jeans and
sportswear line, American Cult.
is the complete lifestyle
collection of high-end Italian
made sportswear, and this
brand engineering has been
attained through clustering of
creative talents and an
international, cost-effective
production structure that
provides Tippy with a clear
competitive edge as it benefits
from immense value-added
product complementarities.
"Unlike many other chains, Tippy
will continue to create exclusive
products and models; ( ) we
have always featured the talent
of Canadian, American design.
This approach will always set us
apart from our competitors,
said P. L. Khanna.
Tippy Design
The Fit- Tippy design
complements the body's natural
contours. Using secret and
clever stitch techniques, it
creates, on the one hand, bodyenhancing proportions that
elongate and balance the
silhouette, and on the other
hand a quality product with
features such as reinforced
internal waistbands. Tippy jeans
are form-fitting and flattering;
they uplift the bottom, and thin
out the inner-thigh, further
creating the illusion of height.
Tippy jeans have been known to
operate as an instant "butt lift"
or tummy-tuck.!

The creative process - Tippy
design is hugely influenced by
music and could be played
against a soundtrack of its
inspirations. Its design
evolution has been shaped by
early rock and roll references.
Disco and even Hip-Hop's
techno beats. The design team,
based Canada's collaborates
with the Ontario's headquarters
to interpret and develop new
trends. Working under the
guiding hand of creative guru P.
L. Khanna, this seemingly
complex design process is
eased along by the use of new
technologies.

Constant creative
renewal has been
at the heart of the
label's enduring
success.
The Production Process
Real "denimstas" know and value
the know-how behind authentic
jeans. Indeed Tippy jeans are
made up of at least sixty(60)
different assembled pieces that
require a lengthy production
cycle (with certain intricate
style demanding some one
hundred (100) steps). In order
to incorporate the newest
fabrics, processes and
technological developments.
Tippy sampling is done in the
most controlled environments.
In these denim laboratories,
blue-handed artisans
manipulate the sensitive
operations, and each unique
garment goes through an
intricate development process.
First, the fabric research
starts at the world's premier
fairs. The sample yardages are
immediately tested on capsule
collections and developed into
first prototypes and paper
patterns. Then through a
rigorous elimination process,
the best pieces are selected for
production purpose, after which

the fabric is piled, cut, sewn,
washed and finished in a
production cycle that takes the
garment from the Italian denim
hubs to the sophisticated Asian
production facilities.
Made mostly from ring-spun
denims, used for their authentic
and robust tear-proof quality.
Tippy offers a wide array of
denim interpretations.
Although basic five (5) pockets
styles, in mid-shades and deep
saturated hues of blue and black
remain best sellers. Tippy has
acquired a veritable selvedge
heritage ranging from
experimental styles and
finishes, to one- of-a-kind
decorative details. In order to
achieve the perfect look of
worn-in authenticity. Tippy has
developed sanding, sandblasting
and various abrasion
techniques. To achieve a perfect
damage patterns and a raw,
worn and scraped look, it has
aged, torn and even ripped its
jeans. And to "dirty" its jeans,
Tippy has used various pigment
dyes, bleed techniques and
resin washes.
Finally, in order to offer variety
to the collector, Tippy also
developed intricate decorative
jeans details. To this day, Tippy
unique know-how in jeans
ornamentation like studding,
e m b r o i d e r y, v a r i o u s
embellishments, appliques and
laser-outs, remains
unchallenged.
In the medium to long term the
natural progression for Tippy
will be to add footwear,
children's clothing and
accessories to its offering,
through daring fashion
partnerships, with like-minded
entrepreneurs.
After thirty-six (36) years of
denim artisanry, Tippy has
earned its reputation as one of
the ten (10) most influential
denim players in history(vogue
Italia)

BIOGRAPHY

THE MAN, THE BRAND,

Fact Sheet

Dubbed the 'Denim King';
P. L. Khanna began his
fascination with jeans in 1980's
This passion fostered the growth of a global brand, with Tippy
positioned as a true international player in the world of fashion.
P.L.Khanna remains the driving soul of the brand: he constantly travels
the world, sourcing and developing the most innovative fabric finishes
and creating leading-edge designs, innovative washes and impeccable
fits.

Timeline
1960 (14 Years Old)
At his very first job, while
working as operator at a small
clothing company, he learns the
art of sales and negotiation.

1991
Introduces
jeans.

Stone

Washed

1996
Introduces Sand Blasted jeans.

1970-1980
Begins experimenting with
different washes in his family
laundry room and selling
individual jeans out of his high
small house hold unit.

2005

1982

Tippy opens his first flagship
store in Montreal (Canada)

Open his first brand " TIPPY",
offering commercially prewashed kids jeans for the first
time in India.

1983
Founds Tippyknitwear in Delhi,
India.

1990
First to introduce
Stretch
Jeans to the market on a
commercial level.

2004
New international Head Office is
built at Ontario, Canada.

2007-2008
Tippy opens multiple flagship
location in Delhi, Mumbai,
Canada.

2009
Tippy opens flagship store in
Toronto (Canada)

Upcomig in 2012; Retail
locations in St. Bruno,
Montreal; (Canada), Mumbai,
Delhi. These milestones quickly
became the foundation for Tippy
long-term success. Today it is
recognized as an international
denim leader from India. Passion
for denim quides it &
satisfaction drives it.

Sales and Strategy for Growth

Sales and Strategy for Growth

Marketing Plan

TIPPY group has already
positioned itself as a leader in
edgy apparel collections, and
continues to set trends and
forges the way for fashionable
cloth wear... It has its presence
in the better department
stores such as C’N’M,
Zellers’s, Stanmax, Biglife,
Tippy and specialities store.

Most of the advertising and
marketing campaigns are
carried out by the licensors. The
fees or royalties paid to the
Licensors include such PR or
advertising expenses. However,
Tippy group is willing to promote
any of the product that will
require Licensee to bear any
marketing plan. Tippy has
already worked with several PR
firms and has purchased
magazines pages in the past.

The Company utilizes its own
sales department with
showroom a New Delhi and
Mumbai. The Company
participates in all exhibition
shows of Intermezzo, Project
and Magic all market shows in
India. It also exhibits at the
Europeon show in the fashion at
Berlin, Germany.
Since it’s founding, Tippy group
has grown at a remarkable
pace. This exceptional growth is
due continued increase of
wholesale customers in
speciality and major
department markets. The
Company also offers
distributions opportunities to
major Wholesalers Worldwide.
Actually more than 6
distributors represent the
company outside the India.
Tippy will continue to expend its
geographical presence
worldwide and its continued
growth is dependant, to a
significant degree, of its ability
to expand its products lines and
support brand awareness, our
continued growth will be greatly
enhanced by creating more
brands and entering into license
agreements to acquire new
known labels or acquiring
existing Clothing Companies
going through financial hardship
and with a potential of growth
for their product.

The main marketing if required
will consist of:
1.Conception and organization
of runway shows.
2. Special presentation or
sponsored event.
3. Media plan, advertisement in
the press.
4. Outdoor advertisement on
billboard and bus stops.
5. Visual and concept
arrangement in department
stores.
6. High Profiles supporters
such as actresses or other
celebrities.
7. Fashion Magazines.
8. Clothing that may be
featured on popular shows.
9. Internet as a distribution
channel.

Denim Jeans $ 90.00 to 180.00
15.00 to 29.00
Kids Wear
60.00 to 85.00
Dresses
Polo’s Sport 12.00 to 16.00
Joggings kids 29.00 to 32.00
22.00 to 35.00
Shirts
10.00 to 14.00
T-Shirts
15.00 to 18.00
Leggings
16.00 to 20.00
Footwear
50.00 to 125.00
Bags
Manufacturing Sourcing:
While the development is being
done in the Canada and India,
the manufacturing of our
products is being sourced with
third party apparel
manufacturers from Vietnam
and China and own production
units in India.
When contracting its
production, the Company uses a
combination of foreign
manufacturers from the above
countries to produce apparel
based on designs, patterns and
detailed specifications
produced by Tippy. The company
uses computer aided design
systems to develop its patterns
and production markers as part
of its product development
process. Sample cloths are fit
tested prior to production to
validate the accuracy of the
patterns.

Competition price point:
Every product is carefully
reviewed with the licensors to
determine its target price
point, talking into consideration
the brand awareness, the
quality of the product and its
marketing strategy.
Under the various that Tippy
group actually operates, Tippy
offers today an average
wholesale price point of its
products, which we can
summarize as follows:

Once the products are received
at the Company's warehouse, a
certain number of products are
then inspected and fit tested a
second time. Production that
does not pass inspection is
returned to the manufacturer
after destruction of the
damaged goods or removal of
our brand name. Such incidents
of failure to pass the quality
control may have happened in
the past, but in such
insignificant volume that they
could not have an adverse
impact.

Organizational Structure and
Management:

which the different licenses are
being operated. A specialist in
apparel manufacturing sourcing
a n d s u p p l y, K h a n n a h a s
cumulated over 46 years of
success and expertise. Khanna
originated his management
skills in India while working for
18 years manufacturing apparel
and distinctive product lines
distributed throughout Europe
and owning several investment
properties in India

As of the end of December
2011, the Company had a staff
of approximately 103 employees
and associates employed as
follows:
-Executive team
-Design and Development
-Production and Quality
Control team
-Administrative and
Operations
-Management
Information System
-Customer Services
-Warehouse/Shipping/
Receiving
-Sales services
-Marketing Services

12
10
14
12

In 1983, P.L. Khanna made the
jump to acquire several Real
Estate landmarks such in India.
Other Investments included
Hotels and showrooms and
other commercial properties in
Delhi and Haryana. P.L.Khanna
also, acquired several other
properties for Development,
Management and for Resale in
New Delhi.
In reference to the garment
industry, he acquired a deep
knowledge in the design and
sourcing of its manufactured
apparel in India, China and
Vietnam. As Creative Director,
he supervises all designs, and
the sourcing and the production
Gagan Khanna: Vice President
of operations, Gagan Khanna
joined the Group in 1991 with
the responsibility of the
supervision and control of the
production, warehousing, the
sales and the customer service.
After joining MFPL Group,
Gagan, was managing in
Canada, on behalf TIPPY, a

4
4
25
20
2

The key to the success of our
business is a high profit margin
and a low operating overhead
Personnel will be added, as
expansion requires.
The Company currently has a
sufficiently large and
experienced Executive team.
The following table and
subsequent paragraphs include
biographical data on the
Company’s executive office and
management team.
P.L. Khanna: P.L. Khanna is the
president and founder of MFPL
Group, consisting of various
Companies created between
1983 and 2011 and under .

Name
P. L. Khanna
Gagan Khanna
Gaurav Khanna
Sarika Kapur
Upasana Rawla
Pradeep Kumar

Age
66
37
33
36
33
54

Experience
46
20
16
12
10
30

Years
Years
Years
Years
Years
Years

Title

Chief executive officer/cr. Dirtr.
Vise president operations
Vise president of Sales
Vise president Sales east coast
Divisional president of ed hardy Bags
Chief Financial Officer

distribution facility with more
than 45 employees. Gagan has
started his career in Tippy and
was in charge of several
garment-manufacturing
companies in the Denim and
high-end clothing.
Gaurav Khanna: Vice President
of Sales for MFPL group. Prior
to joining the Company Gaurav
was VP of Sales for Hott
International jeans and Tops. He
was responsible for sales over
10 Million and was involved in
recruiting and training national
sales teams while working
closely with production and
design teams to better serve
the department stores and
major Chains stores.
Sarika Kapur: Vice president
Sales East Coast. Sarika is in
charge of all Western Countries
sales and representation with
Major Department Stores.
Sarika, joined the group in
1997.
Upasana Rawla. Upasana joined
the group in 2001 as the
President of the Retail division
and Accessories division.
Upasana acquired his deep
experience in the garment and
accessories industries in Delhi
where she owned and managed
several garment manufacturing
and retail stores.
Pradeep Kumar: Chief Financial
Officer, Pradeep joined MFPL in
October 2004. Prior to joining
the company, Pradeep was a
principal at the M.M.S. Group
Corporation, consulting for a
wide range of industries in
manufacturing, wholesale,
retail, service and real estate
development and providing
accounting, financial and
management services to a
variety of companies including
start ups, and financially
troubled organizations.

THE TIPPY NETWORK

Tippy works tirelessly to make
inroads into international
markets through the
development of an aggressive
two-fold expansion strategy.
Firstly Tippy is intent on forging
new partnerships with
international calibre wholesale
players and distributors to
complement its present
infrastructure. Secondly, to
support the distribution
network and to increase the
demand, Tippy's focus will
target the opening of flagship
destination retail locations in
India & Canada and most
influential cities.
An international sales
infrastructure of established
showrooms, distributors,
partners and licensees and a
dedicated sales force ensure
optimal department store and
multi-brand boutique
representation.
In whole or in part, Tippy
operates a multitude of
showrooms in Toronto, New
Delhi and Mumbai. The
international scope and
relevance of the brand, confirms
the labels distribution potential
in new and or emerging
markets.
Fuelled by a rising demand for its
product. Tippy aims to operate
thirty(30) destination locations
throughout global major
locations.
In Canada, Tippy operates
one(1) existing retail locations
in Toronto and Twelve(12) stores
in India.

As new
opportunities
for denim arise,
due mainly to the
softening of dress
codes everywhere,
Tippy seeks to
tap into emerging
and underdeveloped
markets.
Based in India, Tippy sought first
to established itself in its
domestic market, before
embarking on its international
development. Its aggressive
expansion promotes new locales
on the basis of classic criteria of
location, traffic and sales per
square footage but moreover on
the other market growth
opportunities they afford.
Mumbai broadens the
company's outlook and
legitimizes the brand in a global
f a s h i o n c o n t ex t . C a n a d a
provides a springboard into
Asian markets, which reside at
the heart of the brand's mid to
long-term growth plans,

Tippy stores are merchandised
in a modern way, as fixtures of
brushed chrome and sleek glass
showcase the collections.
Fabouring wide open spaces, the
stores feature state of the art
audio and video, large mirrored
changing rooms and plush and
inviting resting areas.

Prompt Clothing
Company Pvt. Ltd.
11650/1, Sat Nagar,
Karol Bagh,
New Delhi-110005.
PHONE: 011+25812890
011+25819593
Email ID:
info@tippy.in
tippyclothing@rediffmail.com
Website:
www.tippy.in

